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groundwater when identifying the water to be protected. Third, federal
water rights must have continued through the years. Thus, the theoretical
equality of the reasonable use doctrine did not protect federal water rights
holders from a total future depletion of underlying aquifers by offreservation pumpers.
Arizona had already consumed far more
groundwater under the reasonable use doctrine than nature could replenish;
thus, continuing to apply this state law to federal reserved rights would
defeat the federal water rights, in violation of federal substantive law.
In the end, a federal reserved right to groundwater might only be found
where other waters were inadequate to accomplish the purpose of a
reservation. To determine the purpose of a reservation and the water
necessary to achieve it, the court engaged in a fact-intensive inquiry on a
reservation-by-reservation basis.
Once a right to groundwater was
established, the federal holders could invoke the greater protections of
federal law to protect their water rights from off-reservation groundwater
pumping. However, this right did not require a zero-impact standard of
protection for federal reserved rights.
Susan Klopman
ARKANSAS
White v. J.H. Hamlen & Son Co., 1 S.W.3d 464 (Ark. Ct. App. 1999)
(precluding summary judgment because material questions of fact existed
regarding whether land changes were caused by accretion or avulsion, and
whether the land formation was a sandbar or island).
White and several neighboring property owners ("White") appealed a
summary judgment order quieting title to a portion of Hardin Island owned
by J.H. Hamlen & Son Co. ("Hamlen"). Hardin Island was originally a
peninsula connected to the west side of the mainland and surrounded by the
meandering Arkansas River. In 1966, the government completed a project
designed to straighten the river's course and severed the peninsula from the
mainland, creating Hardin Island. Hamlen acquired title to a portion of
Hardin Island in 1982. White had title to property across the former river
channel (now slackwater) and to the east of Hardin Island since the mid1940's or early 1950's. The southeastern portion of the island claimed by
Hamlen was also included in the metes and bounds descriptions of White's
property.
The lower court granted Hamlen's motion for summary judgment to
quiet title in the disputed land based on aerial photographs and a set of
drawings prepared by a registered land surveyor admitted as exhibits by
Hamlen.
These exhibits evidenced Hamlen's theory that land along
White's riparian boundary was gradually eroded and deposited on Hardin
Island, thereby vesting title in Hamlen's increased land mass. White did
not dispute the changes as portrayed in Hamlen's exhibits. Instead, he
asserted that the exhibits did not prove whether the changes were caused by
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accretion rather than avulsion. Avulsion would have allowed White to
retain ownership. Accretion involved "a slow and gradual addition or
building up of lands due to the deposit of sediment eroded from upstream
lands." Whereas, avulsion involved "a sudden and rapid disruption of a
piece of ground due to the change in the course of a river."
The Arkansas Court of Appeals agreed with White that summary
judgment was not proper because material questions of fact existed about
the nature of the changes in the disputed land. The court noted that when a
stream changed its course by accretion rather than avulsion, the boundaries
of the riparian landowners changed with the stream. The court expressed
concern that Hamlen's exhibits contained a substantial gap of time not
documented, that they were merely illustrative of intermittent moments,
and did not conclusively prove that the land change was gradual, especially
in light of the government's river project in 1966. In addition, the court
held that a genuine issue of fact also existed regarding White's second
argument invoking an Arkansas statute. This statute would vest title to the
disputed land depending on whether the land formation was an island or
sandbar, a determination not clear from Hamlen's exhibits. Thus, the
court reversed the summary judgment ruling and remanded the case.
Several judges dissented from the majority opinion. The dissenting
opinion stated that the summary judgment order should have been upheld
because White submitted a deficient abstract to the court according to
procedural rules, and did not create a genuine issue of material fact in
response to Hamlen's prima facie case.
Vanessa L. Condra
CALIFORNIA
County of Amador v. El Dorado County Water Agency, 91 Cal. Rptr.
2d 66 (Cal. Ct. App. 1999) (holding that an environmental impact report
("EIR") based upon an unadopted, draft general plan that did not
adequately describe the baseline environment was insufficient, thus
affirming the trial court's order to set aside approval of the EIR for the El
Dorado Project, as well as its findings of fact and statements of overriding
concerns).
The defendants, the El Dorado County Water Agency ("Water
Agency"), and the El Dorado Irrigation District ("Irrigation District"),
created a two-part strategy to meet water demands of the area's growing
population. The first prong of this plan, the El Dorado Project, diverted
17,000 acre feet of water per year from three high Sierra lakes for
consumptive use. The Water Agency and the Irrigation District jointly
prepared an environmental impact report ("EIR") and certified it as
complying with the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA").
However, the need for new water supplies described in the EIR had been
based upon a draft, unadopted general growth plan for the area.

